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Charges Against Animal Rights Activist Likely To Be Dismissed
By Michael Goldberg

The case against animal rights activist Diane Gandee Sorbi, 62, will be dismissed in six months if
Gandee “stays out of trouble,” San Joaquin District Attorney Tori Salazar said at Sorbi’s
arraignment on February 10, 2017.
The First Community Center for Animal Rights
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The retiree and animal shelter volunteer who
is an advocate with the animal liberation
network Direct Action Everywhere (DxE) and
a frequent visitor to the Berkeley Animal
Rights Center had been charged on
Thursday February 2, 2017 with theft, larceny,
and criminal mischief for allegedly rescuing
a hen, Ella, who couldn’t walk, from a "cagefree," "certified humane” Costco egg
supplier, Pleasant Valley Farms in
Farmington, CA.
“The animal at issue in this case, Ella, was
dying and would have literally been thrown
into the garbage by the farm,” said Sonya
Mehta, a lawyer for Gandee Sorbi at the
Siegel & Yee law firm. “Instead, she is now
healthy and living at a sanctuary -- which is
what every animal deserves.”
Direct Action Everywhere made a number of
trips to the farm documenting on video the
conditions there and rescuing Ella. The video
shot at the farm shows extreme filth,
crowding, trampling and fighting; fecescovered, featherless, ill, and injured hens,
some with bloodied reproductive organs;
dead and rotting chickens’ bodies on the
floor among the living hens.

Whole Foods Turkey Supplier Sued For
“Humane” Fraud
By Michael Goldberg

March 2017

Action Everywhere (DxE) a lawsuit has been
filed against the Whole Foods turkey supplier
Diestel Turkey Ranch alleging that the Sonora,
CA based farm falsely advertises how it raises
turkeys.
The lawsuit claims Diestel violated California’s
False Advertising Law by labeling its turkeys
as “free range” and “humane” despite raising
them in “an agro-industrial operation.” The
suit, brought by Richman Law Group on behalf
of DxE, demands that Diestel pay damages
and cease the misleading marketing.
“Diestel and Whole Foods are distorting
consumer perceptions,” said Kim Richman of
the Richman Law Group. “Consumers and
animals both pay the price for that fraud.”
In a telephone interview with a reporter for
Tuolumne County’s Union Democrat, Heidi
Diestel said, as paraphrased by the reporter,
that “the company maintained a perfect rating
from the Global Animal Partnership in an audit
conducted after the allegations by DxE came
to light in November 2015.
“Consumers should be highly skeptical of
animal welfare claims by corporations that
profit from exploiting animals,” said DxE lead
investigator Wayne Hsiung. “Whole Foods and
Diestel are committing not just factual but
moral fraud.”

On behalf of the animal rights network Direct
The First Community Center for Animal Rights
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Rescued Animal Profile: Scarlett
By Paul Darwin Picklesimer
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symbolize the piles of dead hens
investigators from Direct Action Everywhere
(DxE) found at a Safeway egg supplier,
Rainbow Farms.
During multiple visits to the Denair, CA egg
farm DxE investigators documented on
video chickens so densely crowded they
were being crushed to death by other birds
-- in stark contrast to Safeway’s “CertifiedHumane” requirements for all of its cagefree and organic egg suppliers.

Scarlett was so distressed in the cage-free
facility that it was almost impossible to
imagine her returning to health, but once she
was removed from such a violent, stressful
situation, she quickly began to show signs of
finally becoming herself. She bonded with
another rescued hen, Kayla. They went
everywhere together for a while before
Scarlett eventually became comfortable
around other chickens despite having been
bullied my so many all her life. Now she lives
the life she deserves - happy, safe and free
from harm.

Animal Rights Activists Stage Die-In at
Berkeley Safeway

“Safeway and others like them are putting
animals into horrific confinement where
they end up killing each other,” said DxE
investigator Matt Johnson. “With or without
a cage, it can never be called humane.”

Animal rights activists filled one of the

2016 Was a Groundbreaking Year for
Animal Rights in Berkeley - Here are Five
Reasons Why

entryways into the Shattuck Avenue Safeway

By Zach Groff

By Michael Goldberg

on February 11, staging a die-in to
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1. The opening of the first ever Animal
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Rights Center in the Western hemisphere.
July saw new residents at 2425 Channing
Way in Berkeley: a community of animal
rights activists with regular meet ups, training
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killing animals is a form of abuse. With a rousing
speech from council member Max Anderson on
the importance of speaking out against injustice,
Berkeley came down to the animals' side.

sessions, and a supporting activist store. The
ARC, as it's called, has become a tourist
demonstration for animal-friendly travelers
and has fueled a striking increase in energy
for animal rights in the Bay Area.
2. Animal rights becomes a public issue in
Berkeley.
Pao, a dog rescued from Yulin dog meat
farms, at the Berkeley Animal Rights Center.
From headlines across the Bay Area around a

4. Berkeley city officials' attempt to shut down
the Animal Rights Center is halted.

protest at famed Berkeley eatery Chez

Berkeley officials threatened to evict the

Panisse to a march for animal rights, animal

Berkeley ARC in a thinly veiled attempt at

rights was a public presence in Berkeley.

political gamesmanship. Activists organized.

There are plans in store to establish a vegan

Fellow tenants and Berkeley residents came out

chamber of commerce, and businesses are

in support. 80 supporters attended the Berkeley

rethinking their use of animals (more on that

City Council meeting, and the city supported the

in a later blog). Hundreds of people are

values of free speech and democracy keeping

coming to the Berkeley animal rights center

the center open, giving animal rights a foothold.

and seeing animal rights in a new way.

5. Signs of a promising future for animals

3. Berkeley City Council becomes the first

appear in Berkeley - and around the world.

government body in the U.S. to condemn

The Berkeley Coalition for Animals organized,

dog meat.
The Berkeley City Council showed how
Americans can stand in solidarity with
Chinese activists on the ground,
condemning dog meat and saying that
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fueled by the growing animal rights presence in
Berkeley, and began planning for changes to
businesses, civic institutions, and legislation in
Berkeley. Authority figures, media, and others
have started noticing and the coming year offers
opportunities for historic shifts for animals.
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